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About This Game

In a fantasy world of Victorian architecture, war is raging between the industrial superpowers. As Commander of a Naval Super-
Destroyer, it is your duty to destroy the enemy's mighty Boss Units in a military campaign of epic proportions in, under and
above the surface. If you are to emerge victorious from a variety of challenging scenarios, you must lead your troops against

wave after wave of massive attacks from ships, planes and gigantic Special Forces.

Key features:

Destructive: Powerful weapons with many lethal upgrades

Comprehensive: Great variety of enemy units with ships, submarines, planes and futuristic vehicles

Explosive: Challenge your friends in the immensely variable multi-player mode or play alongside them against the PC in
Co-operational Mode

Impressive: An exciting story-line plus sensational graphics with incredible effects and stylish cut-scenes guarantee
maximum enjoyment.
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this game not working
. I wasn't sure what to expect getting in to this game after reading through the reviews, but first time playing I really, really
enjoyed it. Growing up playing lots of SNES games, for some reason it reminded me of SmashTV and I love that game to death.
Aside from having to stay in just one area and fortifying yourself against zombie hoardes, it has that SmashTV feel to it: you kill
a whole bunch of things and collect useful items. The only major difference is instead of toasters, microwaves and money you're
collecting scrap metal and grenades to survive the massive amounts of zombies.

Overall I really recommend this game. It has that feeling of a throwback while also capturing some elements relevent to modern
games, especially the ever growing zombie survival genre. Don't be fooled by its pixel graphics either - to me that's probably one
of the most enjoyable aspects of this game, and they're really well done in a way that's both enjoyable but also nostalgic.

As a side note, it's just a great damn game to run around and bust up some zombie\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Wow
watta game!

- This game is addictive as crack cocaine. It's pretty insane!
- The graphics are good when on station but simple. On missions, the graphics are nintendo 8 bit like! And it still add to its
charm!
- The gameplay is where it's at. You can build your station on your asteroid to live in with your spatials and satisfy their needs or
their morale go down and they won't go on missions so you won't progress further. You station also serve as a tourist
attraction/layover who are going to spend money at your station if you have the items that they need to be happy.
- You cand o missions each coming with 3 difficulties with your 5 spacials to get mor cash, more skills to improve your spatials
and special unique items for your station. You also unlock planets that will produce raw materials for you which you need to
build everything in your station.
- You will spend hours designing your base only to rip it off and redesign it even better later on. Trust me on this!
- Sound is pretty good but eventually the music started to♥♥♥♥♥♥me off so i turned it off.
- Very simple game to learn. Controls are easy too, but it's a lot more difficult to master.
- The 'Normal' difficulty is a bit easy. You are better off customizing the game difficulty to add increasing pay scale for your
spatials as they level up and other tougher more challenging options. At normal, the cash just rolls in too much, especially when
you spend time in the 2 star difficulties missions.

Yes buy this game!. NOTE: Scroll down for summary and rating

If you haven't played Dragon's Lair 2, or any of the Don Bluth games in general, imagine a cartoon animation fused with
Geometry Dash. Highly difficult, fast reactions, trial and error, and memory. Dragon's Lair 2 is a challenging full motion video
game where you must push the arrow keys and space bar at the right moment.

The story continues from the first Dragon's Lair. After the protagonist Dirk the Daring freed Princess Daphnie from the dark
magic of the Dragon's Lair, she gets kidnapped by the evil wizard Mordoc, and must use a time machine, which is oddly the
nicer brother of Mordoc and talks. He must travel through different time zones and worlds to save Daphnie once again.

In gameplay, your mission is to push a button according to where a yellow flashing light appears. You have less than a second to
react. The button depends on which direction it is from Dirk, the player character, or if Dirk's sword is flashing. If so, use the
space bar. For experience, I too found the game pretty challenging. One death and you start over a level. Major levels are about
a minute long each, the first level has two checkpoints, and the last two are pretty short. I ALWAYS play without a move guide
for the most thrilling game experience. Just like what Nostalgia Critic stated in his review of Dragon's Lair, it's cheating!
Without the guide, reaction times are quite slim. However, if you replay some levels and get used to the moves, it shouldn't be
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that stressful, especially if you are forced to replay the whole game if it tells you you missed a special "Treasure", which brings
us to the next feature. Each level has at least one treasure item that flashes with the next move. Collect them all to enter the level
were you fight Mordoc. There are also two modes called "Original" and "Director's Cut". In Original, you HAVE to collect all
treasures to proceed to the Mordoc fight. In Director's Cut, the treasures are not required, but grants an alternate, easier Mordoc
fight when they are all collected. One last thing about level gameplay, most of the levels have a chance to be mirrored, making it
harder and disorienting if you played the level before.

For presentation, Don Bluth directed and animated the FMV for this game. Bluth was the legendary animator for some of our
favorite nostalgic movies like Land Before Time and An American Tail, and he was called down to do a series of games by
Digital Leisure, like this one! The level concepts are really clever and creative. Seeing how Dirk travels through different time
zones, there are typical eras like the Prehistoric Times fighting flying creatures. There are even crazier-looking levels like the
one where Dirk slides "Through the Looking Glass" into Wonderland! This is one of the most innovative video games I have
played, and love it. This is why I like replaying this game. I'm not only watching an animation, I'm playing it!

To conclude, the game is okay. The appearance is outstanding and really takes me back to when I saw "All Dogs Go to Heaven"
and "Bartok the Magnificent" as a kid, which were other movies he did by the way. But I do think it should be longer, or the
price lower, speaking of price, I purchased this on sale and so should you, my opinion. Bluth is also trying to get back to
animation and developing a Dragon's Lair movie. I sure hope he does it!

I rate this game 8\/10. To summarize: Great animation, innovative gameplay, creative concepts, but a bit too high for price and a
bit too short for length.. I can describe most of the features of this game with the word 'solid', from the writing, to the gameplay,
to the characters and coding. None of these things truly stand out as exceptional, but together they produce a game that I found
both addictive and memorable.

While it lasted at least, be aware that this game is 'very' short. While that time is lengthened a far bit by the game being pretty
hard (in a good way), the story lasts about four hours.

Those hours are certainly good ones however, and the art and moral choices both stand out as being a cut above most offerings
at this price. Together, this game is very easy to recommend.. I love this game, sadly its hard without a team.. I really enjoyed
playing this puzzle game. The mechanics of solving puzzles are clearly explained and never did I feel I could never solve a level,
I knew there was a way. I think this came from how each of the levels were designed in a way to guide the player through them
without steep jumps in difficulty.

The visuals, sound a music are well-polished and compliment the sci-fi atmosphere really well.

Looking forward to play this again.. It's simple but fun and will work on anything
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use normal chrome to open like chrome os
. If this isn't on sale, I don't suggest buying it. It seems hastily put together and very unpolished. The shop screen looks quite
sloppy and some of the levels are so full of bloom (bright effects) that you can't even see where you're going.

I've gotten to level 70 (check my achievements) and after a certain point the levels just get recycled but with more traps added.
There are lots of bugs you can employ to your advantage which shows a lack of play testing - for example, if you fall off the
track, you can press escape and restart the level without losing a life. Lives you pickup in the level also count even if you don't
beat the level, offering a method for infinite lives.

All in all, it's sort of fun for like a dollar or two, but nothing you're going to be playing for a while.. Nice musics !. Great co-op
puzzle game from a little indie company, definitely recommended if you want a challenge and play together.

Great interaction between VR and non-VR, puzzles range from simple to hard and you really do need good co-operation to solve
them.

Graphics fit very well in the game, and give a good ambiance.

You're able to #$%& around together as well, adding a lot of cool moments :D

With more upcoming contend I'd say this game is a solid 9/10 and worth your time and money!. Looks and feels good. Didnt get
into it too much. It would lock up inbetween loading screens. I will give it a bit. This is day one after all.
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